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Following components are required for the successful start up:Following components are required for the successful start up:

Instruction Manual:Instruction Manual: CP.F5.0E0CP.F5.0E0--K170K170

F5F5--PROFIBUSPROFIBUS--Operator:Operator: 00.F5.06000.F5.060--30003000

Operator without display:Operator without display: 00.F5.06000.F5.060--31003100

HSP5HSP5--cable (PC cable (PC -- Adapter):Adapter): 00.F5.0C000.F5.0C0--00100010

Adapter DSUB9 / Western:Adapter DSUB9 / Western: 00.F5.0C000.F5.0C0--00200020

Application manual of the inverterApplication manual of the inverter

Software:Software:

GSD FileGSD File keb305EB.gsdkeb305EB.gsd ((absolutelyabsolutely necessarynecessary))

DriverDriver S7_F5_2N.ARJS7_F5_2N.ARJ ((onlyonly whenwhen usingusing parameterparameter channelchannel))
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RS485: RS485: The signal level is formed by the difference between the high anThe signal level is formed by the difference between the high and d 

the low level. Since the bus cable is only a twothe low level. Since the bus cable is only a two--core cable, the lines carry core cable, the lines carry 

either transmit or receive signals (half duplex). either transmit or receive signals (half duplex). 

The operator offers two DThe operator offers two D--SUBSUB--9pole sockets for the PROFIBUS 9pole sockets for the PROFIBUS 

connection (according to DIN41652 part 1). The assignment is as connection (according to DIN41652 part 1). The assignment is as follows:follows:
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[1] Profibus Norm EN 50170 Vol. 2[1] Profibus Norm EN 50170 Vol. 2

Transmitting and physical medium:Transmitting and physical medium: RS485; screened, twisted twoRS485; screened, twisted two--wire linewire line

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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CableCable parameterparameter
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Line length dependent on baud rate:Line length dependent on baud rate:

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
HardwareHardware

PROFIBUSPROFIBUS--DP DP specificationsspecifications

Radial lines at line A < 0,3 m / B < 6,6 m.Radial lines at line A < 0,3 m / B < 6,6 m.

The radial lines are counted to the total length!The radial lines are counted to the total length!
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Max. number of bus nodes without line repeater:Max. number of bus nodes without line repeater:

-- 32 (active, passive nodes and line amplifier).32 (active, passive nodes and line amplifier).

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
HardwareHardware

PROFIBUSPROFIBUS--DP DP specificationsspecifications

Bus termination:Bus termination:

Must be made at each line at the first and last bus node.Must be made at each line at the first and last bus node.
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PROFIBUSPROFIBUS--DP services DP services 
The PROFIBUSThe PROFIBUS--DP interface connection provides the following services or functDP interface connection provides the following services or functions:ions:
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Any parameters of the FI control and the PROFIBUS DP operator caAny parameters of the FI control and the PROFIBUS DP operator can be n be 

read out or changed via the read out or changed via the parameterizingparameterizing channel. If available, the channel. If available, the 

parameterizingparameterizing channel determines the first 8 bytes of the cyclic telegrams channel determines the first 8 bytes of the cyclic telegrams 

between DP master and PROFIBUSbetween DP master and PROFIBUS--DP interface connection. The DP interface connection. The 

parameterizingparameterizing channel is more flexible, since the parameter is directly channel is more flexible, since the parameter is directly 

addressed here. However the realization of the addressed here. However the realization of the parameterizingparameterizing channel on channel on 

the cyclic data traffic is also somewhat more complex than the dthe cyclic data traffic is also somewhat more complex than the delivery of elivery of 

new process.new process.

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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Process output data processing (PDProcess output data processing (PD--OUT)OUT)

The transmitted (process) output data from the PROFIBUS DP masteThe transmitted (process) output data from the PROFIBUS DP master are r are 

written to the FI control at a change. Processing of the output written to the FI control at a change. Processing of the output data can be data can be 

switched on/off via parameter "switched on/off via parameter "PD_out_enablePD_out_enable". Which parameters ". Which parameters 

determines to the process output data is defined by the complex determines to the process output data is defined by the complex 

parameter process output data description. parameter process output data description. 

Coding of this parameter in accordance with DRIVECOM profile.Coding of this parameter in accordance with DRIVECOM profile.

Process input data processing (PDProcess input data processing (PD--IN)IN)

The operator reads cyclically inside the adjustable cycle time (The operator reads cyclically inside the adjustable cycle time (PE_CyclePE_Cycle) ) 

the values of the (process) input data from the inverter controlthe values of the (process) input data from the inverter control and and 

transfers them on PROFIBUS DP to the master. Processing of the itransfers them on PROFIBUS DP to the master. Processing of the input nput 

data can be switched on/off via parameter data can be switched on/off via parameter „„PD_in_enablePD_in_enable““. Which . Which 

parameters determines to the process input data is defined by thparameters determines to the process input data is defined by the complex e complex 

parameter process input data description. parameter process input data description. 

Coding of this parameter in accordance with DRIVECOM profile.Coding of this parameter in accordance with DRIVECOM profile.

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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The process data are only user data. That means they do not contThe process data are only user data. That means they do not contain any ain any 

addressing. The master preset new addressing. The master preset new setpointssetpoints to the KEB COMBIVERT via to the KEB COMBIVERT via 

process output data. In the other data direction the KEB COMBIVEprocess output data. In the other data direction the KEB COMBIVERT RT 

informs the master about certain actual values by means of proceinforms the master about certain actual values by means of process input ss input 

data. For this the PROFIBUS operator reads cyclically the procesdata. For this the PROFIBUS operator reads cyclically the process input s input 

data from the inverter control adjusted by parameter data from the inverter control adjusted by parameter 

PE_Cycle/PD_In_CyclePE_Cycle/PD_In_Cycle. Which parameters concern to the process data is . Which parameters concern to the process data is 

determined by the process data assignment. determined by the process data assignment. 

The current software of the KEBThe current software of the KEB--F5F5--PROFIBUS operator allows the PROFIBUS operator allows the 

mapping of maximum16 byte both for process input data and procesmapping of maximum16 byte both for process input data and process s 

output data. Internal communication between operator and FI contoutput data. Internal communication between operator and FI control rol 

supports only the transfer of maximum 8 byte process data into bsupports only the transfer of maximum 8 byte process data into both oth 

directions. A second process data channel to the FI control is ndirections. A second process data channel to the FI control is necessary ecessary 

for mappings with more than 8 byte process data. for mappings with more than 8 byte process data. 

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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The name of each process data is taken from the view of the contThe name of each process data is taken from the view of the controlrol

Process Input Data (PDProcess Input Data (PD--IN): IN): Data that is read from the FI by the control. Data that is read from the FI by the control. 

Process Output Data (PDProcess Output Data (PD--OUT): OUT): Data that is written to the FI by the control.Data that is written to the FI by the control.

The F5 The F5 ProfibusProfibus operator offers the possibility to define up to 16 byte operator offers the possibility to define up to 16 byte 

process data.process data.

It depends on the used FI type whether this 16 byte process dataIt depends on the used FI type whether this 16 byte process data can be can be 

used or only max. 8 byte.used or only max. 8 byte.

Only together with inverters of type F5Only together with inverters of type F5--G, F5G, F5--M, F5M, F5--S, F5S, F5--E, F5E, F5--H and F5H and F5--S S 

in Ain A--housing up to 16 byte process data can be used.housing up to 16 byte process data can be used.

F5F5--B, F5B, F5--C and R6C and R6--S can support only up to 8 Byte process data.S can support only up to 8 Byte process data.

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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In case of 16 byte PD data the process data are not transferred In case of 16 byte PD data the process data are not transferred in one telegram to in one telegram to 

the FI control, but in two separated telegrams. This causes a dithe FI control, but in two separated telegrams. This causes a division in halves of vision in halves of 

the maximum transfer rate of the process data. the maximum transfer rate of the process data. 

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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From software version V1.7 the F5From software version V1.7 the F5--PBS operator supports the cyclic communication PBS operator supports the cyclic communication 

mode. Thereby all communication between operator and FI control mode. Thereby all communication between operator and FI control is handled via is handled via 

four exact cyclic transmitted telegrams. Thus it is reached thatfour exact cyclic transmitted telegrams. Thus it is reached that process data are process data are 

exchanged in a deterministic grid. Each telegram transfers proceexchanged in a deterministic grid. Each telegram transfers process data of 8 byte ss data of 8 byte 

maximum, in such a way process data of 16maximum, in such a way process data of 16--byte are also supported in the cyclic byte are also supported in the cyclic 

mode. The smallest achievable communication cycle time thereby imode. The smallest achievable communication cycle time thereby is 2ms s 2ms 

((SelComCycleSelComCycle = 1000). The following picture shows the sequence as overview:= 1000). The following picture shows the sequence as overview:

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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The cyclic communication mode causes no limitations in the functThe cyclic communication mode causes no limitations in the functionality of the F5ionality of the F5--

PROFIBUS operator. All control elements and functions operate unPROFIBUS operator. All control elements and functions operate unchanged. Only changed. Only 

the processing of all nonthe processing of all non--process data telegrams is dependent on the adjusted process data telegrams is dependent on the adjusted 

cycle time (cycle time (ComCycleComCycle). That may lead (e.g.) to a deceleration of the processing ). That may lead (e.g.) to a deceleration of the processing 

speed to the diagnostic interface at high values of speed to the diagnostic interface at high values of ComCycleComCycle. . 

The value of The value of SelComCycleSelComCycle should be adjusted to 1000 or 2000 if no special should be adjusted to 1000 or 2000 if no special 

circumstances are against it. circumstances are against it. 

The cyclic communication mode can only be activated, if the connThe cyclic communication mode can only be activated, if the connected FI control ected FI control 

supports the HSP5 services 54 and 55 for writing (see parameter supports the HSP5 services 54 and 55 for writing (see parameter description description 

‚‚FU_HSP5Supp7FU_HSP5Supp7‘‘).).
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Coding of the user data from DP master to KEB DP interface conneCoding of the user data from DP master to KEB DP interface connectionction

ThisThis meansmeans
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The first 8 byte contain the The first 8 byte contain the parameterizingparameterizing channel request (PCR). channel request (PCR). 

Request means, the DP master can inform the DP slave in this parRequest means, the DP master can inform the DP slave in this part of the t of the 

telegram whether it wants to change (write) or scan (read) the vtelegram whether it wants to change (write) or scan (read) the value of a alue of a 

parameter.parameter.

The first byte of the PCR is called administration byte. The first byte of the PCR is called administration byte. 

The The parameterizingparameterizing orders are carry out with this byte. orders are carry out with this byte. 

This byte is necessary, that the This byte is necessary, that the parameterizingparameterizing orders can be treated orders can be treated 

detached from the cyclic exchange of the PROFIBUSdetached from the cyclic exchange of the PROFIBUS--DP user data. DP user data. 

The administration byte contains one handshakeThe administration byte contains one handshake--bit. bit. 

This bit must be inverted by the DP master each time if it wantsThis bit must be inverted by the DP master each time if it wants to send a to send a 

new PCR. new PCR. 

Bit 4 and 5 of the administration byte indicates the data lengthBit 4 and 5 of the administration byte indicates the data length. . 

Bits 0 and 1 contain the service coding. Bits 0 and 1 contain the service coding. 

For a read request bit b 0 must be 1 and bit b 1 = 0. For a read request bit b 0 must be 1 and bit b 1 = 0. 

For a write request bit b 0 must be 0 and bit b 1 = 1 .For a write request bit b 0 must be 0 and bit b 1 = 1 .

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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Coding of the user data from DP master to KEB DP interface conneCoding of the user data from DP master to KEB DP interface connectionction
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The addressing of the parameter is done via 16The addressing of the parameter is done via 16--bit index and 8bit index and 8--bit bit 

subindexsubindex. . 

In case of a write request the data length and the data must be In case of a write request the data length and the data must be entered entered 

additionally.additionally.

The data length of the parameters, which can be responded via thThe data length of the parameters, which can be responded via this is 

parameter channel, is limited to 4 byte. parameter channel, is limited to 4 byte. 

The second part of the user data telegram includes the (process)The second part of the user data telegram includes the (process) output output 

data. These data are nondata. These data are non--addressed, i.e. they do not contain a parameter addressed, i.e. they do not contain a parameter 

address, but only data.address, but only data.

Observe! Observe! 

Process output data are only transferred to the KEB COMBIVERT ifProcess output data are only transferred to the KEB COMBIVERT if one of one of 

these values have changed!these values have changed!

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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The first 8 byte contain the The first 8 byte contain the parameterizingparameterizing channel confirmation. channel confirmation. 

That means, the DP master is informed whether his requested ordeThat means, the DP master is informed whether his requested order could r could 

be executed errorbe executed error--free or not. free or not. 

The administrative byte has also a special meaning here. The administrative byte has also a special meaning here. 

Bit b 6 (handshake) indicates whether the execution of the requeBit b 6 (handshake) indicates whether the execution of the requested order sted order 

is executed. is executed. 

The order is executed if bit b 6 has the same value than the reqThe order is executed if bit b 6 has the same value than the request. uest. 

Bit b 7 indicates an error free executed requested order (b 7 = Bit b 7 indicates an error free executed requested order (b 7 = 0) or if an 0) or if an 

error occurs (b 7 = 1). error occurs (b 7 = 1). 

The data/error field (byte EB 5 to EB 8) is to be interpreted asThe data/error field (byte EB 5 to EB 8) is to be interpreted as error error 

description in error case. The error divides in error class (EB description in error case. The error divides in error class (EB 5), error code 5), error code 

(EB 6) and additional code (EB 7,EB 8). (EB 6) and additional code (EB 7,EB 8). 

The meaning of the individual error codes are specified in the mThe meaning of the individual error codes are specified in the manual. anual. 

The data/error field contains the read out data, if no error occThe data/error field contains the read out data, if no error occurs and the urs and the 

DP master has requested the reading of a parameter value.DP master has requested the reading of a parameter value.
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Error Error messagesmessages of of thethe parameterizingparameterizing channelchannel::
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Notice Notice 

In case of a write request the written data from the request areIn case of a write request the written data from the request are also also 

transferred to the confirmation if no error occurs. In this casetransferred to the confirmation if no error occurs. In this case the DP the DP 

master can read back the written data for compare. master can read back the written data for compare. 

The second part of the telegram contains the (process) input datThe second part of the telegram contains the (process) input data. a. 

The input data are read cyclically with an adjustable cycle timeThe input data are read cyclically with an adjustable cycle time. . 
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Parameters in the KEB F5 frequency inverter as well as the paramParameters in the KEB F5 frequency inverter as well as the parameters in eters in 

the PROFIBUSthe PROFIBUS--DP interface connection offer an effective data lengths of 1 DP interface connection offer an effective data lengths of 1 

to 4 byte. It is possible to read and write each parameter with to 4 byte. It is possible to read and write each parameter with a data length a data length 

of 4of 4--byte in order to allow the user an easy access to the parametersbyte in order to allow the user an easy access to the parameters. . 

That means the user must not pay attention to the data length ofThat means the user must not pay attention to the data length of the the 

parameter and uses each parameter as 4parameter and uses each parameter as 4--byte parameter. byte parameter. 

The data field of the The data field of the parameterizingparameterizing channel must be filled always as a 4channel must be filled always as a 4--

byte parameter for a write request. byte parameter for a write request. 

In the example the setting of a 1In the example the setting of a 1--byte parameter with value = 255d is byte parameter with value = 255d is 

presented as 4presented as 4--byte parameter:byte parameter:

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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Note for the use of the data length of the parametersNote for the use of the data length of the parameters
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If FI parameter will be selected via the If FI parameter will be selected via the parameterizingparameterizing channel the channel the subindexsubindex

is used for is used for parmeterparmeter set addressing. Value = 0 set addressing. Value = 0 -- indirect set addressing, indirect set addressing, 

value value ≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠ 0 direct set addressing.0 direct set addressing.

In this case the value determines bitIn this case the value determines bit--coded the addressed set/sets:coded the addressed set/sets:

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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SubindexSubindex

The following must be considered for the simultaneous addressingThe following must be considered for the simultaneous addressing of of 

several sets :several sets :

The value of the parameters is changed in all addressed sets durThe value of the parameters is changed in all addressed sets during ing 

writing.writing.

The value of the parameter is only returned during reading if thThe value of the parameter is only returned during reading if the value is e value is 

equal in all addressed sets. An error message is returned, if thequal in all addressed sets. An error message is returned, if the values are e values are 

unequal.unequal.
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Application ParametersApplication Parameters

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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The KEB frequency inverter with PROFIBUSThe KEB frequency inverter with PROFIBUS--DP interface connection is DP interface connection is 

characterized by the parameters on the application level. characterized by the parameters on the application level. 

These parameters are divided in three groups. The classificationThese parameters are divided in three groups. The classification is preset is preset 

by the DRIVECOM profile. This prescribes, manufacturerby the DRIVECOM profile. This prescribes, manufacturer--specific specific 

parameters must be inside the index range 2000h...5FFFh. parameters must be inside the index range 2000h...5FFFh. 

Parameter of the FI control (Index range 2000h...5EFFh). Parameter of the FI control (Index range 2000h...5EFFh). 

The following applies to the parameter addressing:The following applies to the parameter addressing:

Index = parameter address + 2000h (parameter address of the applIndex = parameter address + 2000h (parameter address of the application ication 

manual of the FI control). manual of the FI control). 

Configuration parameters of the PROFIBUSConfiguration parameters of the PROFIBUS--DP interface connection (Index DP interface connection (Index 

range 5F00h...5FFFh).range 5F00h...5FFFh).

Parameters with preset coding by DRIVECOM profile are in index rParameters with preset coding by DRIVECOM profile are in index range up ange up 

to 6000h. to 6000h. 
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Parameter value of op.3 (digital Parameter value of op.3 (digital setpointsetpoint setting) in set 0 shall be adjusted to 20 Hz.setting) in set 0 shall be adjusted to 20 Hz.

10: Value is written10: Value is written

01: Input of data length in byte01: Input of data length in byte

1: This control bit changes its status 1: This control bit changes its status 

with each job to display a new with each job to display a new 

process e.g. 1.process e.g. 1.

Thus the administrative byte is 01010010,   52h !Thus the administrative byte is 01010010,   52h !

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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Protocol from Master (PLC) to Protocol from Master (PLC) to KEB KEB -- inverterinverter
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Two byte long data stand in the HW Two byte long data stand in the HW 

(left(left--justified). The division of the justified). The division of the 

frequency is 0.0125Hz. Thus the factor frequency is 0.0125Hz. Thus the factor 

is 80.is 80.

20*80 = 1600dez = 640hex  20*80 = 1600dez = 640hex  

The inverter parameter address The inverter parameter address 

+2000h is the index. +2000h is the index. 

Address of op.3 = 0303hex                Address of op.3 = 0303hex                

Consequently: Index = 2303hexConsequently: Index = 2303hex

The The subindexsubindex has the value 1 for set 0.has the value 1 for set 0.

Entire protocol (request):  52h 01h 23h 03h 06h 40h 00h Entire protocol (request):  52h 01h 23h 03h 06h 40h 00h 00h00h

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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Protocol from Master (PLC) to Protocol from Master (PLC) to KEB KEB -- inverterinverter
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10: confirmation value was written10: confirmation value was written

00: No specification of data length in 00: No specification of data length in 

the slave confirmation.the slave confirmation.

1: If this control bit has the same value as 1: If this control bit has the same value as 

in the transmitted protocol, then the job in the transmitted protocol, then the job 

was executed.was executed.

SubindexSubindex, index and data are specified again. In the case of a fault (re, index and data are specified again. In the case of a fault (result bit =1) the sult bit =1) the 

error identification is located in the four data bytes.error identification is located in the four data bytes.

0: no error;  1: error0: no error;  1: error

01000010  corresponds to 42h ! 01000010  corresponds to 42h ! 

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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Protocol from KEB Protocol from KEB -- inverter to Master (PLC) inverter to Master (PLC) 
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Protocol from KEB Protocol from KEB -- inverter to Master (PLC) inverter to Master (PLC) 

For checking purposes the For checking purposes the 

written data is specified written data is specified 

again. In case of a fault the again. In case of a fault the 

error identification is error identification is 

located in the four bytes.located in the four bytes.

Even the addressing of the Even the addressing of the 

parameter is repeated.parameter is repeated.

Confirmation protocol:  42h 01h 23h 03h 06h 40h 00h Confirmation protocol:  42h 01h 23h 03h 06h 40h 00h 00h00h

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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Basic Basic 

AdjustmentsAdjustments

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
Basic Basic AdjustmentsAdjustments

PROFIBUS is a MasterPROFIBUS is a Master--SlaveSlave--Communication procedure:Communication procedure:

At this procedure passive users (Slaves) are controlled by an acAt this procedure passive users (Slaves) are controlled by an active user tive user 

(Master, e.g. PLC). (Master, e.g. PLC). 

The slaves require no intelligence with regard to the bus allocaThe slaves require no intelligence with regard to the bus allocation. They tion. They 

transmit only upon request by the master.transmit only upon request by the master.

Addressing:Addressing:

Each inverter has a PROFIBUSEach inverter has a PROFIBUS--Address. It corresponds to the inverter Address. It corresponds to the inverter 

parameter parameter sy.06sy.06 -- and is stored in the inverter. The adjustment can be done and is stored in the inverter. The adjustment can be done 

via operator keyboard or HSP5 diagnosis interface of the operatovia operator keyboard or HSP5 diagnosis interface of the operator and r and 

CombivisCombivis..
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F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
Basic Basic AdjustmentsAdjustments

Transmission speed:Transmission speed:

The PROFIBUSThe PROFIBUS--DPDP-- transmission speed is detected automatically. Only the transmission speed is detected automatically. Only the 

supported speeds can be detected. supported speeds can be detected. 

The possible bit rates and the appropriate maximum response delaThe possible bit rates and the appropriate maximum response delay times y times 

can be taken from the following table:can be taken from the following table:
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Ud01 password 440

Fr01 copy parameter set -4: def. cust+sys. all sets

Fr02 parameter set source 5: control word (sy.50)

oP00 reference source 5: set speed value (sy.52)

oP01 rotation source 9: ctrl.word(sy.50), abs.

di01 select signal source 1: ST

di02 digital input setting 1: ST

Ud05 auto store 2: OFF store never (F5.C)

Because of the Because of the setvaluesetvalue (sy.52) is a speed and not a frequency using an (sy.52) is a speed and not a frequency using an 

F5F5--B, F5B, F5--C or F5C or F5-- G the rated motor speed has to be put in the motor G the rated motor speed has to be put in the motor 

data.data.

In standard setting the operator expects as process output data In standard setting the operator expects as process output data 

(inverter set values) the values of the parameters control word (inverter set values) the values of the parameters control word (sy.50) (sy.50) 

and set speed value (sy.52).  and set speed value (sy.52).  

With the assistance of the following inverter parameters the opeWith the assistance of the following inverter parameters the operation ration 

mode via control word is activated.mode via control word is activated.

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
Basic Basic AdjustmentsAdjustments
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ProcessProcess Data Data 

AssignmentAssignment

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
ProcessProcess Data Data AssignmentAssignment

The process data are pure user data, they do not contain addressThe process data are pure user data, they do not contain addressing. Therefore the ing. Therefore the 

assignment must be agreed before between master and KEBassignment must be agreed before between master and KEB--F5 F5 --PROFIBUSPROFIBUS--

Interface.Interface.

This can be done either with This can be done either with CombivisCombivis and operator parameters or via the and operator parameters or via the ProfibusProfibus

Parameter Channel. This requires a bit S7 knowledge, to implemenParameter Channel. This requires a bit S7 knowledge, to implement the driver t the driver 

programmprogramm.   .   

Instead of inverter parameters the soInstead of inverter parameters the so--called operator parameter are used now. called operator parameter are used now. 

These Parameters describe, witch inverter parameter shall be useThese Parameters describe, witch inverter parameter shall be used as Process Data.d as Process Data.

The values of the F5The values of the F5--operator parameter can be adjusted with COMBIVIS. operator parameter can be adjusted with COMBIVIS. 

A parameter list of this parameters can be created. Using this lA parameter list of this parameters can be created. Using this list the selected ist the selected 

adjustments of the operator can be upadjustments of the operator can be up-- or downloaded.or downloaded.

The purpose is to realise all the operator adjustment via COMBIVThe purpose is to realise all the operator adjustment via COMBIVIS. Then no IS. Then no 

parameter channel driver has to be installed!parameter channel driver has to be installed!
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•• Up to 16 byte PDUp to 16 byte PD--OUT and up to 16 byte PDOUT and up to 16 byte PD--IN data can be defined.IN data can be defined.

•• In the PBIn the PB--Operator the configuration of process data is divided into twoOperator the configuration of process data is divided into two

blocks of 8 byte.blocks of 8 byte...

•• Because at KEB inverters only 16 bitBecause at KEB inverters only 16 bit--(word) and 32 bit(word) and 32 bit--(long) parameter(long) parameter

are available for each block the process data can be configureare available for each block the process data can be configured in the d in the 

following way:following way:

-- Up to 4 word parameterUp to 4 word parameter

-- 1 long and up to 2 word parameter1 long and up to 2 word parameter

-- 2 long parameter2 long parameter

•• Using 1 long and up to 2 word parameter the following conditionUsing 1 long and up to 2 word parameter the following conditions must s must 

be fulfilled:be fulfilled:

The long parameter must be the first PD.The long parameter must be the first PD.

PDPD--IN and PDIN and PD--Out data of the affected block must be defined in the sameOut data of the affected block must be defined in the same

structure. structure. 

RequirementsRequirements
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Online changing of operator 

parameter using Combivis:

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
ProcessProcess Data Data AssignmentAssignment
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ProcessProcess In Data In Data 

AssignmentAssignment

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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PDPD--IN AssignmentIN Assignment

To configure the process in data assignment the following parameTo configure the process in data assignment the following parameters ters 

have to be used:have to be used:

TheThe lengthlength of of thethe requiredrequired PDPD--IN of IN of bothboth

blocksblocks in in numbersnumbers of of bytebyte has to has to bebe

adjustedadjusted..

I.gI.g. 4 . 4 wordword parameterparameter ➱➱➱➱➱➱➱➱ Fb.00 = 8 Fb.00 = 8 
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PDPD--IN Assignment (First Block)IN Assignment (First Block)

Up to 4 Up to 4 wordword parameterparameter

AddressAddress of of thethe FIFI--parameterparameter thatthat shouldshould bebe usedused as PDas PD--IN has to IN has to bebe adjustedadjusted in in 

Fb.01 (PDFb.01 (PD--IN1) IN1) …… Fb.04 (PDFb.04 (PD--IN4). IN4). 

Note: Fb.01 Note: Fb.01 …… 04 = 2000h + 04 = 2000h + parameterparameter addressaddress

PDPD--IN1 = SY.51 'IN1 = SY.51 'statusstatus wordword ((lowlow)', )', wordword

PDPD--IN2 = SY.53 'IN2 = SY.53 'actualactual speedspeed valuevalue', ', wordword

PDPD--IN3 IN3 notnot occupiedoccupied

PDPD--IN4 IN4 notnot occupiedoccupied
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1 1 longlong and up to 2 and up to 2 wordword parameterparameter

AddressAddress of of thethe FIFI--parameterparameter thatthat shouldshould bebe usedused as PDas PD--IN has to IN has to bebe adjustedadjusted in in 

Fb.01, Fb02 (PDFb.01, Fb02 (PD--IN1), Fb.03 (PDIN1), Fb.03 (PD--IN2), Fb.04 (PDIN2), Fb.04 (PD--IN3).IN3).

Fb.01, 02 (PDFb.01, 02 (PD--IN1) IN1) mustmust representrepresent thethe longlong parameterparameter. . BecauseBecause a a longlong needsneeds 2 2 

wordswords Fb.02 Fb.02 mustmust bebe setset to 0 as to 0 as wildcardwildcard..

Note: Fb.01, Fb.03, Fb.04 = 2000h + Note: Fb.01, Fb.03, Fb.04 = 2000h + parameterparameter addressaddress..

PDPD--IN and PDIN and PD--OUT of OUT of thethe samesame PD block PD block mustmust bebe configuredconfigured in in thethe samesame

formatformat..

PDPD--IN1 = ru.12 'IN1 = ru.12 'actualactual torquetorque displaydisplay', ', longlong

PDPD--IN2 = SY.51 'IN2 = SY.51 'statusstatus wordword ((lowlow)', )', wordword

PDPD--IN3 = SY.53 'IN3 = SY.53 'actualactual speedspeed valuevalue', ', wordword

PDPD--IN Assignment (First Block)IN Assignment (First Block)
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2 2 longlong parameterparameter

AddressAddress of of thethe FIFI--parameterparameter thatthat shouldshould bebe usedused as PDas PD--IN has to IN has to bebe adjustedadjusted in in 

Fb.01, Fb.02 (PDFb.01, Fb.02 (PD--IN1) and Fb.03, Fb.04 (PDIN1) and Fb.03, Fb.04 (PD--IN2).IN2).

BecauseBecause a a longlong needsneeds 2 2 wordswords Fb.02 and Fb.04 Fb.02 and Fb.04 mustmust bebe setset to 0 as to 0 as wildcardwildcard..

Note: Fb.01, Fb.02 = 2000h + Note: Fb.01, Fb.02 = 2000h + parameterparameter addressaddress..

PDPD--IN2 = ru.12 'IN2 = ru.12 'actualactual torquetorque displaydisplay', ', longlong

PDPD--IN1 = SY.44 'IN1 = SY.44 'statusstatus wordword ((longlong)', )', longlong

PDPD--IN Assignment (First Block)IN Assignment (First Block)
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Fb.05 Fb.05 …… Fb.06 are used as direct setting of the set from which the requFb.06 are used as direct setting of the set from which the required PDired PD--IN IN 

parameter should be read. parameter should be read. 

The value determines bitThe value determines bit--coded the addressed set/sets:coded the addressed set/sets:

The value of the parameter is only returned during reading if thThe value of the parameter is only returned during reading if the value is equal in all e value is equal in all 

addressed sets.addressed sets.

For a proper operation the values for parameter PDFor a proper operation the values for parameter PD--Inx_SetInx_Set should be set unequal should be set unequal 

to 0, default to 1 (set 0). to 0, default to 1 (set 0). 

PDPD--IN Assignment (First Block)IN Assignment (First Block)
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Indicates bitIndicates bit--coded which process input data bytes are activatedcoded which process input data bytes are activated

Example: 0Fh Example: 0Fh –– byte 1 byte 1 …… byte 4 is activated.byte 4 is activated.

Note: For easier handling it is advised to use always the value Note: For easier handling it is advised to use always the value FFhFFh, byte 1 , byte 1 …… byte 8 byte 8 

enabled!enabled!

This adjustment can be used for any kind of PDThis adjustment can be used for any kind of PD--IN assignment.IN assignment.

PDPD--IN Assignment (First Block)IN Assignment (First Block)
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PDPD--IN AssignmentIN Assignment

Sets the cycle time in ms to read the process input data from thSets the cycle time in ms to read the process input data from the FI.e FI.

If more than 8If more than 8--byte process input data are activated, the second part of the prbyte process input data are activated, the second part of the process ocess 

input data were read directly after the first part.input data were read directly after the first part.
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Example:Example:

PDPD--IN Assignment (First Block)IN Assignment (First Block)
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ProcessProcess Out Data  Out Data  
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F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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PDPD--OUT AssignmentOUT Assignment

To configure the process out data assignment the following paramTo configure the process out data assignment the following parameters eters 

have to be used:have to be used:

TheThe lengthlength of of thethe requiredrequired PDPD--OUT of OUT of bothboth

blocksblocks in in numbersnumbers of of bytebyte has to has to bebe

adjustedadjusted..

I.gI.g. 4 . 4 wordword parameterparameter –– Fb.12 = 8 Fb.12 = 8 
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PDPD--OUT Assignment (First Block)OUT Assignment (First Block)

Up to 4 Up to 4 wordword parameterparameter

AddressAddress of of thethe FIFI--parameterparameter thatthat shouldshould bebe usedused as PDas PD--OUT has to OUT has to bebe adjustedadjusted in in 

Fb.13 (PDFb.13 (PD--OUT1) OUT1) …… Fb.16 (PDFb.16 (PD--OUT4). OUT4). 

Note: Fb.13 Note: Fb.13 …… 16 = 2000h + 16 = 2000h + parameterparameter addressaddress

PDPD--OUT1 = SY.50 'OUT1 = SY.50 'controlcontrol wordword ((lowlow)', )', wordword

PDPD--OUT2 = SY.52 'OUT2 = SY.52 'setset speedspeed valuevalue', ', wordword

PDPD--OUT3 OUT3 notnot occupiedoccupied

PDPD--OUT4 OUT4 notnot occupiedoccupied
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1 1 longlong and up to 2 and up to 2 wordword parameterparameter

AddressAddress of of thethe FIFI--parameterparameter thatthat shouldshould bebe usedused as PDas PD--OUT has to OUT has to bebe adjustedadjusted in in 

Fb.13, Fb14 (PDFb.13, Fb14 (PD--OUT1), Fb.15 (PDOUT1), Fb.15 (PD--OUT2), Fb.16 (PDOUT2), Fb.16 (PD--OUT3).OUT3).

Fb.13, 14 (PDFb.13, 14 (PD--IN1) IN1) mustmust representrepresent thethe longlong parameterparameter. . BecauseBecause a a longlong needsneeds 2 2 

wordswords Fb.14 Fb.14 mustmust bebe setset to 0 as to 0 as wildcardwildcard..

Note: Fb.0x = 2000h + Note: Fb.0x = 2000h + parameterparameter addressaddress..

PDPD--IN and PDIN and PD--OUT of OUT of thethe samesame PD block PD block mustmust bebe configuredconfigured in in thethe samesame

formatformat..

PDPD--OUT1 = cS.19 'abs. OUT1 = cS.19 'abs. torquetorque referencereference', ', longlong

PDPD--OUT2 = SY.50 'OUT2 = SY.50 'controlcontrol wordword ((lowlow)', )', wordword

PDPD--OUT3 = SY.52 'OUT3 = SY.52 'setset speedspeed valuevalue', ', wordword

PDPD--OUT Assignment (First Block)OUT Assignment (First Block)
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2 2 longlong parameterparameter

AddressAddress of of thethe FIFI--parameterparameter thatthat shouldshould bebe usedused as PDas PD--OUT has to OUT has to bebe adjustedadjusted in in 

Fb.13, Fb.14 (PDFb.13, Fb.14 (PD--OUT1) and Fb.15, Fb.16 (PDOUT1) and Fb.15, Fb.16 (PD--OUT2).OUT2).

BecauseBecause a a longlong needsneeds 2 2 wordswords Fb.14 and FB.16 Fb.14 and FB.16 mustmust bebe setset to 0 as to 0 as wildcardwildcard..

Note: Fb.13, Fb.15 = 2000h + Note: Fb.13, Fb.15 = 2000h + parameterparameter addressaddress..

PDPD--OUT2 = cS.19 'abs. OUT2 = cS.19 'abs. torquetorque referencereference', ', longlong

PDPD--OUT1 = SY.434 'OUT1 = SY.434 'controlcontrol wordword ((longlong)', )', longlong

PDPD--OUT Assignment (First Block)OUT Assignment (First Block)
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If a PDIf a PD--OUT is set programmable Fb.17 OUT is set programmable Fb.17 …… Fb.20 are used as direct setting of the set Fb.20 are used as direct setting of the set 

in which the value of required PDin which the value of required PD--OUT parameter should be written. OUT parameter should be written. 

The value determines bitThe value determines bit--coded the addressed set/sets:coded the addressed set/sets:

The values of the required PDThe values of the required PD--OUT parameter in the selected sets will be changed OUT parameter in the selected sets will be changed 

during one write cycle.during one write cycle.

For a proper operation the value for the required PDFor a proper operation the value for the required PD--IN should be set unequal to 0,IN should be set unequal to 0,

default to 1 (set 0). default to 1 (set 0). 

PDPD--OUT Assignment (First Block)OUT Assignment (First Block)
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Indicates bitIndicates bit--coded which process output data bytes are activatedcoded which process output data bytes are activated

Example: 0Fh Example: 0Fh –– byte 1 byte 1 …… byte 4 is activated.byte 4 is activated.

Note: For easier handling it is advised to use always the value Note: For easier handling it is advised to use always the value FFhFFh, byte 1 , byte 1 …… byte 8 byte 8 

enabled!enabled!

This adjustment can be used for any kind of PDThis adjustment can be used for any kind of PD--OUT assignment.OUT assignment.

PDPD--OUT Assignment (First Block)OUT Assignment (First Block)
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Example:Example:

PDPD--OUT Assignment (First Block)OUT Assignment (First Block)
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If the communication between PDIf the communication between PD--master and FI master and FI 

is active in Fb.24 is active in Fb.24 …… Fb.27 and Fb.28 Fb.27 and Fb.28 …… Fb.31 Fb.31 

the PDthe PD--IN and PDIN and PD--Out data transmitted from an Out data transmitted from an 

to the master could be supervised.to the master could be supervised.

Using this parameter the PD values could be Using this parameter the PD values could be 

verified to that what the PDverified to that what the PD--master meant to master meant to 

send or receive.send or receive.

These parameter could also be recorded with These parameter could also be recorded with 

inverter scope using the online mode.inverter scope using the online mode.

PD Supervising (First Block)PD Supervising (First Block)
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ProcessProcess Data  Data  

AssignmentAssignment

Second BlockSecond Block

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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Fb.44 Fb.44 …… Fb.47 Fb.47 cancan bebe adjustedadjusted in in thethe samesame way way 

as Fb.01 as Fb.01 …… Fb.04 (Fb.04 (PDPD--Inx_IndexInx_Index).).

Fb.48 Fb.48 …… Fb.51 Fb.51 cancan bebe adjustedadjusted in in thethe samesame way way 

likelike Fb.05 Fb.05 …… Fb.08 (Fb.08 (PDPD--Inx_SetInx_Set).).

Fb.52 PD_In2_Enable Fb.52 PD_In2_Enable isis thethe enableenable forfor thethe PDPD--IN IN 

of of thethe second block and second block and cancan bebe adjustedadjusted in in thethe

samesame way way likelike Fb.10 Fb.10 PD_In_EnablePD_In_Enable..

Note: Fb.00 Note: Fb.00 PDPD--In_LengthIn_Length isis a a commoncommon

parameterparameter forfor bothboth blocksblocks..

TheThe numbernumber of of allocatedallocated PDPD--IN in IN in 

bytesbytes ofof

bothboth blocksblocks mustmust bebe adjustedadjusted therethere..

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
ProcessProcess Data Data AssignmentAssignment

PDPD--IN Assignment (Second Block)IN Assignment (Second Block)

TheThe parameterparameter usedused to to definedefine thethe PDPD--IN IN parameterparameter forfor thethe second 8 second 8 bytebyte block block cancan

bebe handledhandled in in thethe samesame way as way as thethe samesame typtyp of of parametersparameters of of thethe firstfirst 8 8 bytebyte block.block.
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Example:Example:

PDPD--IN Assignment (First and Second Block)IN Assignment (First and Second Block)
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Fb.54 Fb.54 …… Fb.57can Fb.57can bebe adjustedadjusted in in thethe samesame way way 

as Fb.13 as Fb.13 …… Fb.16 (Fb.16 (PDPD--Out_IndexOut_Index).).

Fb.58 Fb.58 …… Fb.61 Fb.61 cancan bebe adjustedadjusted in in thethe samesame way way 

likelike Fb.17 Fb.17 …… Fb.20 (Fb.20 (PDPD--Outx_SetOutx_Set).).

Fb.62 PD_Out2_Enable Fb.62 PD_Out2_Enable isis thethe enableenable forfor thethe PDPD--

OUT of OUT of thethe second block and second block and cancan bebe adjustedadjusted in in 

thethe samesame way way likelike Fb.21 Fb.21 PD_In_EnablePD_In_Enable..

Note: Fb.12 Note: Fb.12 PDPD--OUT_LengthOUT_Length isis a a commoncommon

parameterparameter forfor bothboth blocksblocks..

TheThe numbernumber of of allocatedallocated PDPD--OUT in OUT in 

bytesbytes

of of bothboth blocksblocks mustmust bebe adjustedadjusted

therethere..

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
ProcessProcess Data Data AssignmentAssignment

PDPD--OUT Assignment (Second Block)OUT Assignment (Second Block)

TheThe parameterparameter usedused to to definedefine thethe PDPD--OUT OUT parameterparameter forfor thethe second 8 second 8 bytebyte block block 

cancan bebe handledhandled in in thethe samesame way as way as thethe samesame typtyp of of parametersparameters of of thethe firstfirst 8 8 bytebyte

block.block.
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Example:Example:

PDPD--OUT Assignment (First and Second Block)OUT Assignment (First and Second Block)
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Like for the first block also the PD of the second Like for the first block also the PD of the second 

block can be supervised by using the displayed block can be supervised by using the displayed 

parameter.parameter.

PD Supervising (Second Block)PD Supervising (Second Block)
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Verification of PDVerification of PD--LengthLength

In In casecase of of problemsproblems usingusing thethe PDPD--communicationcommunication oneone reasonreason forfor a a faultyfaulty behaviorbehavior

couldcould bebe thatthat thethe defineddefined PD_In_LengthPD_In_Length oror thethe PD_Out_LengthPD_Out_Length of of thethe PBPB--mastermaster and and 

thethe F5 F5 PBPB--OperatorOperator isis different.different.

ThisThis cancan bebe checkedchecked byby comparingcomparing thethe followingfollowing parameterparameter. . 

comparedcompared

withwith

comparedcompared

withwith

WhenWhen thethe PBPB--MasterMaster isis connectedconnected to to thethe F5 F5 PBPB--OperatorOperator and and thethe communicationcommunication isis

activeactive Fb.00 and Fb.37 Fb.00 and Fb.37 mustmust havehave thethe samesame valuevalue eveneven thethe valuevalue of Fb.12 and Fb.38 of Fb.12 and Fb.38 

mustmust bebe equalequal..

PDPD--LengthLength OperatorOperator PDPD--LengthLength PBPB--MasterMaster
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Important RestrictionsImportant Restrictions

For a For a numbernumber of of parametersparameters itit isis notnot possiblepossible to to useuse themthem as PDas PD--OUT OUT 

parameterparameter ((i.gi.g. oP.27 . oP.27 …… oP.35 oP.35 parametersparameters forfor thethe acc. and acc. and decdec. . rampramp).).

Parameter Parameter addressesaddresses notnot providedprovided byby thethe connectedconnected inverterinverter areare notnot

allowedallowed as as PDPD--parameterparameter..

F5F5--C, F5C, F5--B, and R6 do B, and R6 do notnot supportsupport thethe second 8 second 8 bytebyte PDPD--blockblock, , onlyonly max. max. 

8 Byte PD 8 Byte PD areare possiblepossible..
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Important RestrictionsImportant Restrictions

UsingUsing a a combinationcombination of of longlong and and wordword parametersparameters forfor thethe PD, PD1 PD, PD1 mustmust

bebe thethe longlong parameterparameter. . TheThe assignmentassignment of of usedused parameterparameter lengthlength of of thethe

affectedaffected 8 8 bytebyte block block mustmust bebe thethe samesame forfor PDPD--IN and PDIN and PD--OUT OUT thenthen..

All All thethe aboveabove discribeddiscribed restrictionsrestrictions couldcould bebe ignoredignored and and unvalidunvalid inputsinputs

cancan bebe mademade butbut as as consequenceconsequence thethe enableenable forfor PD_In_EnablePD_In_Enable and and 

PD_Out_enablePD_Out_enable couldcould notnot bebe confirmedconfirmed oror will will bebe resetreset..
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SupervisionSupervision
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For a confident field bus operation it is important to superviseFor a confident field bus operation it is important to supervise the communication the communication 

between PDbetween PD--master and PBmaster and PB--operator and also between PBoperator and also between PB--operator and FI.operator and FI.

An interrupt in the serial link must cause minimum a signal or bAn interrupt in the serial link must cause minimum a signal or better a controlled etter a controlled 

response (e.g. emergency stop) on this event.response (e.g. emergency stop) on this event.

This can be adjust by using parameters of the PBThis can be adjust by using parameters of the PB--Operator and parameter of the FI.Operator and parameter of the FI.

As a first step the watchdog in the PDAs a first step the watchdog in the PD--Operator must be enabled.Operator must be enabled.

As second step the As second step the behaviorbehavior of the FI must be selected. of the FI must be selected. 
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Defines the activation of the Defines the activation of the fieldbusfieldbus watchdog. This parameter must be observed watchdog. This parameter must be observed 

always together with parameter FB.40 'watchdog inhibit'. always together with parameter FB.40 'watchdog inhibit'. 

Several events can be used as watchdogSeveral events can be used as watchdog--activation by the bitactivation by the bit--coding of this parameter.coding of this parameter.

0:0: FieldbusFieldbus watchdog immediately active after power on (default).watchdog immediately active after power on (default).

Bit 0 = 1Bit 0 = 1 FieldbusFieldbus watchdog active after first writing of PDOUT data to FI controlwatchdog active after first writing of PDOUT data to FI control..

Bit 1 = 1Bit 1 = 1 FieldbusFieldbus watchdog active after first watchdog active after first parameterizingparameterizing channel request. channel request. 

PBPB--Operator Operator ParmeterParmeter
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Defines upon which events the Defines upon which events the FieldbusFieldbus--Watchdog is triggered. The Watchdog is triggered. The fieldbusfieldbus watchdog watchdog 

is used to set the frequency inverter into the error state, if nis used to set the frequency inverter into the error state, if no more activities take place o more activities take place 

on PROFIBUS. The real activation and programming of the watchdogon PROFIBUS. The real activation and programming of the watchdog is adjusted in the is adjusted in the 

FIFI--control. control. 

BitBit--codedcoded:: Bit 0= 1Bit 0= 1 When starting a PDOUTWhen starting a PDOUT--telegram to the FItelegram to the FI--control the control the 

watchdog is reset.watchdog is reset.

Bit1= 1Bit1= 1 The watchdog is reset at the beginning of the The watchdog is reset at the beginning of the 

propro--cessing of acessing of a

parameterizingparameterizing channel order.channel order.

Bit 2= 1Bit 2= 1 The watchdog is reset if the slave is in user data The watchdog is reset if the slave is in user data 

transfer.transfer.

Default Default valuevalue = 7h= 7h

PBPB--Operator Operator ParmeterParmeter
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DefinesDefines thethe FI FI activitiesactivities in in casecase of a of a 

watchdogwatchdog errorerror

A A valuevalue unequalunequal to 0 to 0 enablesenables a a reactionreaction

(Pn.05) on a (Pn.05) on a watchdogwatchdog errorerror causedcaused byby

thethe fieldbusfieldbus supervisionsupervision (Fb.39, Fb.40)(Fb.39, Fb.40)

A A valuevalue unequalunequal to 0 to 0 enablesenables a a reactionreaction

(Pn.05) on a (Pn.05) on a watchdogwatchdog errorerror causedcaused byby

thethe supervisionsupervision of of thethe HSP5 link HSP5 link 

betweenbetween FI and FI and PBPB--OperatorOperator..

Inverter Inverter ParmeterParmeter
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SavingSaving of of thethe

F5 F5 PBPB--OperatorOperator

ConfigurationConfiguration

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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The configuration of the F5 PBThe configuration of the F5 PB--Operator could be done by the Operator could be done by the ProfibusProfibus master or using master or using 

CombivisCombivis. The adjustments will be stored in the operator by considering . The adjustments will be stored in the operator by considering the following the following 

terms:terms:

Fb.23 Fb.23 mustmust bebe setset to to FFhFFh. . IfIf thisthis parameterparameter will will bebe

setset to 0 to 0 afterafter a power on a power on resetreset thethe defaultdefault valuesvalues

forfor thethe processprocess datadata assignmentassignment will will bebe storedstored

back.  back.  

AnyAny changementchangement will cause will cause thatthat thethe regardingregarding PDPD--enableenable (Fb.10, Fb.21, Fb.52, Fb.62) (Fb.10, Fb.21, Fb.52, Fb.62) 

will will bebe resetreset to 0. to 0. IfIf thethe PDPD--enableenable will will notnot bebe setset to to FFhFFh afterafter changingchanging thethe PDPD--

assignmentassignment thisthis will will havehave twotwo effectseffects..

1.) 1.) TheThe affectedaffected PD will PD will notnot bebe activeactive..

2.) All 2.) All changementschangements of of thethe affectedaffected PD will PD will bebe lost lost afterafter a power on a power on resetreset and and thethe

previousprevious settingssettings will will bebe storedstored back.back.
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Because the HSP5 protocol also provides a PDBecause the HSP5 protocol also provides a PD--channel it is necessary that the PD channel it is necessary that the PD 

assignments of the operator will be transmitted to the inverter.assignments of the operator will be transmitted to the inverter.

This happens during the power on sequence and by setting the PDThis happens during the power on sequence and by setting the PD--enable enable (Fb.10, (Fb.10, 

Fb.21, Fb.52, Fb.62) of Fb.21, Fb.52, Fb.62) of thethe regardingregarding PD.PD.

TheThe PD PD assignmentsassignments of of thethe operatoroperator will will bebe displayeddisplayed in in thethe followingfollowing FI FI parameterparameter::
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Backup of the PD Assignments (only OperatorBackup of the PD Assignments (only Operator--Parameter)Parameter)
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Backup of the PD Assignments (only OperatorBackup of the PD Assignments (only Operator--Parameter)Parameter)
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Backup of the PD Assignments (FI and OperatorBackup of the PD Assignments (FI and Operator--Parameter)Parameter)
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Backup of the PD Assignments (FI and OperatorBackup of the PD Assignments (FI and Operator--Parameter)Parameter)
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From From www.keb.dewww.keb.de it is required to load the GSD File and it is required to load the GSD File and 

implement it via File/Add GSD File.implement it via File/Add GSD File.

At older S7At older S7--Variants the access to the process data has to take Variants the access to the process data has to take 

place via the functions SFC14 and SFC15, if the length is differplace via the functions SFC14 and SFC15, if the length is different ent 

from four byte.from four byte.

At newer versions this is not necessary.At newer versions this is not necessary.

In any case in the S7 Hardware Configuration the slots for the In any case in the S7 Hardware Configuration the slots for the 

parameter channel has to be assigned with the correct PD length.parameter channel has to be assigned with the correct PD length.

(Selection from GSD below drives)(Selection from GSD below drives)

The resolution of the parameter values have to be considered The resolution of the parameter values have to be considered 

basically!basically!

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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;================================================================

; KEB Antriebstechnik - Foersterweg 36-38 - 32683 Barntrup - Tel.:05263/401-0
; Gerätestammdatendatei fuer KEB-F5-PROFIBUS-DP-Operator

; Stand: 22.11.2001

; Historie:

; -Revision = "V1.0": Basisversion

; -Revision = "V2.0": Geforderte Erweiterungen fuer Zertifizierung

;  -Erweiterung um GSD_Revision,Slave_Family,Max_Diag_Data_Len

;  -Anpassung von Software_Release

; -Revision  = "V2.1":Geforderte Erweiterungen fuer Zertifizierung 

;  -Alle moeglichen Moduldefinitionen fuer Prozess-Ausgangsdaten und

;   Prozess-Eingangsdaten werden jetzt hier aufgelistet.

; -Revision  = "V2.2":Die Namen fuer die Ausgangs-und Eingangsdatenmodule

fuer verschiedene PD-Laengen unterschieden

;================================================================

#Profibus_DP

GSD_Revision = 2

Slave_Family = 1    ; Antriebe

Vendor_Name = "KEB Antriebstechnik"

Model_Name = "KEB DP_F5_OP"

Revision           = "V2.2"

Ident_Number = 1515  ; 0x05EB

Protocol_Ident = 0

Station_Type = 0              ; DP-Slave

FMS_supp = 0

Hardware_Release = "03.F5.060-0009"

Software_Release = "0S.F5.A30-1200"

9.6_supp           = 1              

19.2_supp          = 1              

93.75_supp         = 1

187.5_supp         = 1

500_supp           = 1

1.5M_supp          = 1

3M_supp            = 1

6M_supp            = 1

12M_supp           = 1

MaxTsdr_9.6        = 60

MaxTsdr_19.2       = 60

MaxTsdr_93.75      = 60

MaxTsdr_187.5      = 60

MaxTsdr_500        = 100

MaxTsdr_1.5M       = 150

MaxTsdr_3M         = 250

MaxTsdr_6M         = 450

MaxTsdr_12M        = 800

Redundancy = 0

Repeater_Ctrl_Sig = 0

24V_Pins           = 0

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
PBPB--MasterMaster AssignmentsAssignments
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Module             = "4 Byte Prozess-Eingangsdaten" 0x93

EndModule

Module             = "1 Byte Prozess-Eingangsdaten" 0x90

EndModule

Module             = "2 Byte Prozess-Eingangsdaten" 0x91

EndModule

Module             = "3 Byte Prozess-Eingangsdaten" 0x92

EndModule

Module             = "5 Byte Prozess-Eingangsdaten" 0x94

EndModule

Module             = "6 Byte Prozess-Eingangsdaten" 0x95

EndModule

Module             = "7 Byte Prozess-Eingangsdaten" 0x96

EndModule

Module             = "8 Byte Prozess-Eingangsdaten" 0x97

EndModule

Freeze_Mode_supp = 1

Sync_Mode_supp = 1

Auto_Baud_supp = 1

Set_Slave_Add_supp = 0

User_Prm_Data_Len = 0

Max_Diag_Data_Len = 6          

Min_Slave_Intervall= 1          ; 0.1 ms

Modular_Station = 1

Max_Module = 3

Max_Input_Len = 16

Max_Output_Len = 16

Max_Data_Len = 32

Module             = "Parametrierkanal" 0xB7

EndModule

Module             = "4 Byte Prozess-Ausgangsdaten" 0xA3

EndModule

Module             = "1 Byte Prozess-Ausgangsdaten" 0xA0

EndModule

Module             = "2 Byte Prozess-Ausgangsdaten" 0xA1

EndModule

Module             = "3 Byte Prozess-Ausgangsdaten" 0xA2

EndModule

Module             = "5 Byte Prozess-Ausgangsdaten" 0xA4

EndModule

Module             = "6 Byte Prozess-Ausgangsdaten" 0xA5

EndModule

Module             = "7 Byte Prozess-Ausgangsdaten" 0xA6

EndModule

Module             = "8 Byte Prozess-Ausgangsdaten" 0xA7

EndModule

GSDGSD--FileFile
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In the In the Intit_DBIntit_DB are the parameter channel are the parameter channel 

requests for the requests for the preadjustmentpreadjustment of the of the 

inverter and the operator (pd assignment)!inverter and the operator (pd assignment)!

In the Slave DBIn the Slave DB‘‘s there is a pointer onto the s there is a pointer onto the 

address of the parameter channel. This must address of the parameter channel. This must 

be adapt to the value out of the hardware be adapt to the value out of the hardware 

configuration.configuration.

The driver program consists out of a complete project, in with aThe driver program consists out of a complete project, in with all data and ll data and 

function are realised via corresponding data components.function are realised via corresponding data components.

First the program has to be First the program has to be disarchiveddisarchived (File / (File / DisarchivingDisarchiving). ). 

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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By way of the parameter channel the parameter assignment and theBy way of the parameter channel the parameter assignment and the length of length of 

the process data channel can be modified.the process data channel can be modified.

Instead of inverter parameters the soInstead of inverter parameters the so--called configuration parameters are called configuration parameters are 

now used. Special configuration parameters describe, which invernow used. Special configuration parameters describe, which inverter ter 

parameter shall be imported into the PD.parameter shall be imported into the PD.

The parameter, that changes the PODThe parameter, that changes the POD--assignment, has the index 6001h. The assignment, has the index 6001h. The 

complex system of the complex system of the subindexsubindex meaning (1meaning (1--17) shall be explained on the 17) shall be explained on the 

basis of following example.basis of following example.

Access to the PIDAccess to the PID--assignment takes place with parameter 6000h and assignment takes place with parameter 6000h and 

subindexsubindex (1(1--17).17).

F5 Profibus OperatorF5 Profibus Operator
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For the release of the changed process output data the parameterFor the release of the changed process output data the parameter 6002h / 6002h / 

subindexsubindex 0 has to be written the value 0 has to be written the value FFhFFh (full byte (full byte -- for each of the eight for each of the eight 

byte PD stands one bit). byte PD stands one bit). 

For the release of the adapted process input data the parameter For the release of the adapted process input data the parameter 5FF8h / 5FF8h / 

subindexsubindex 0 must be written with the value 0 must be written with the value FFhFFh..

After the write jobs for activating the PDAfter the write jobs for activating the PD--processing, the user receives an processing, the user receives an 

error message, that the PDerror message, that the PD--assignment becomes active only after the next assignment becomes active only after the next 

POWERPOWER--ON RESET.ON RESET.

Changing the PDChanging the PD--Assignment via the Parameter ChannelAssignment via the Parameter Channel
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IfIf therethere areare questionsquestions, , pleaseplease callcall KEBKEB--trainingtraining deptdept.:.:

Mr. Mr. MMüünchenbergernchenberger, , phonephone +49 5263 401 310+49 5263 401 310

Mr. Mr. TTüünnermannnnermann,  ,  phonephone +49 5263 401 262+49 5263 401 262

schulungschulung--keb@keb.dekeb@keb.de

The information contained in the technical documentation, as welThe information contained in the technical documentation, as well as any userl as any user--specific advice in spoken and specific advice in spoken and 

written, are made to best of our knowledge. However, they are cowritten, are made to best of our knowledge. However, they are considered for information only without nsidered for information only without 

responsibility. This also applies to any violation of industrialresponsibility. This also applies to any violation of industrial property rights of a thirdproperty rights of a third--party.party.

For description of properties are only considered the technical For description of properties are only considered the technical dokumentations (manuals) of the unit.dokumentations (manuals) of the unit.

Application and use of our units in the target products is outsiApplication and use of our units in the target products is outside of our control and therefore lies exclusively de of our control and therefore lies exclusively 

in the area of responsibility of the user.in the area of responsibility of the user.

We reserve the right to make technical changes without obligatioWe reserve the right to make technical changes without obligation. All rights reserved.n. All rights reserved.

Any piratic printing, mimeograhing or photomechanical reproductiAny piratic printing, mimeograhing or photomechanical reproduction, even in extracts, is strictly prohibited.on, even in extracts, is strictly prohibited.


